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ABOUT US

Let’s create a cleaner, greener future
Sustainability is no longer a ‘welcomed addition’ to company practices 
but is now an expectation in the eyes of customers, governing bodies, 
and stakeholders. Climate change is an urgent issue, and it’s up to us as 
individuals and as a business to take responsibility and act now to reduce 
our carbon footprint.

When it comes to investing in sustainable business practices, the simplest 
way to make changes is to source sustainable suppliers and products.  
Which is exactly what we aim to do at Purozo !

We drive sustainable change in SME’s  
and large-scale organisations
1. Removing plastic waste from the supply chain and waste for facilities– 

make your business more sustainable than ever ! . 

2. Highly effective product range – whilst we continue to improve 
the sustainability of our products, they are still mightily effective at 
completing your cleaning requirements

3. Save money in your cleaning budget – with more sustainable, but 
cost-effective products.
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REVOLUTIONISING THE WAY,  
YOU CAN CLEAN WITH  
TERSANO LOTUS PRO

Simple. Safe. Sustainable.
Tersano Lotus pro provides a simple, safe, and sustainable 
alternative to traditional cleaning chemicals.

• Cost saving 
• Sanitising effect 
• No mixing chemicals 
• Minimal COSHH training
• Replaces multiple cleaning and sanitising products in 

your facility.

 STEP 1 - TREATING THE WATER
Tap water is put into a stabilisation 

cartridge, where impurities and 
minerals are removed. Treating 

the water in this way enhances its 
cleaning qualities.
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What it can be used to clean 
• Floors
• Windows
• Mirrors
• Ceramic
• Glass
• Carpet 
• Upholstery 
• Granite
• Marble
• Wood
• Stainless steel

STEP 2 - INFUSION
Once injected with volts of 

electricity, the oxygen molecules 
within the water are split from O2 

(oxygen) into O3 (ozone)

STEP 3 - CLEAN AND SANITISE
In its stabilised state the solution acts 

as a powerful cleaner and sanitiser 
against a variety of pathogens 
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Your eco-friendly dissolvable cleaning pods!
Dissolvable cleaning pods allow traditional cleaning products to be more 
sustainable and easier than ever to use, using its clever packaging and 
soluble capsule design. Enabling you to clean more sustainably, it is easy to 
implement for both your staff and your facility.

Covering nearly all areas of cleaning products, they will give you the 
balance to have a more sustainable product whist still being cost effective.

Simple but more sustainable
• Free from single use plastics

• Recyclable and compostable packaging

• Biodegradable formulation

• Reduced transport and storage costs

*everything from packaging to the 
sachet itself is manufactured in the UK 
which reduces transport costs and 
therefore your carbon footprint!

 STEP 1 
Insert soluble capsule into designated 
spray bottle or bucket with warm water

STEP 2
After the coating dissolves in water 
and the powder is released, stir or 
shake to mix the solution together

STEP 3
You’re ready to clean 
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What Products We Offer
General Cleaning and Disinfectants:

• Multi-purpose cleaner
• Degreaser
• Cleaner sanitiser 
• Detergent disinfectant
• Toilet cleaner
• Air freshener 

• Glass and stainless steel cleaner

• Bathroom cleaner

Floor Cleaning:

• Degreaser detergent
• Aqua multi-purpose 

Laundry:

• Non-biological laundry 
• 2-in-1laundry 

simple, sustainable, revolutionary
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ZOONO

Perfect for common touch points and high-risk areas, 
Zoono’s antimicrobial shield technology creates a 
germ destroying protective layer, enabling dramatic 
improvements in efficiency.

Killing harmful bacteria and viruses on contact and at a microscopic level. 
Once on the surface, it will continue to breakdown different microorganisms 
for extended time periods for up to *30 days using a product made from 99 % 
water.

Zoono enables for a more structured cleaning and sanitising policy , reducing 
the need to be wiping down surfaces at all times.

*Zoono must be used in conjunction with regular surface cleaning procedures 
and not as a replacement. 

1. Zoono bonds to the 
surface to create a 
protective layer

2. This extra protective 
layer of tiny pins attracts 
pathogens 

3. The pathogen bursts like 
a balloon on contact  4. And you’re protected 
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The future of antimicrobial protection is here

FOAMING DESCALER

Loved by professionals, 
approved by the planet 

With a bottle made from 100% recycled 
plastic, this foaming descaler is professional 

strength using eco-safe formulations.

Ideal for descaling taps, sinks and showers, 
and removing dust and stains where germs 

and bacteria breed.



TECCARE CONTROL

An all-in-one high level, broad spectrum cleaner  
and disinfectant.
No matter what you need to control, from cleaning up bacteria, blood spills, 
clinical equipment or just regular touchpoints, control is here to do exactly 
that.

TECcare control only requires 4ml of concentrate to do any job, no matter 
what the circumstance is!

We believe it is one of the most simple, safe, sustainable, and effective 
products ever brought to the market, and costs as little as 15p per bottle!

TECCARE ECO-DET

An all-out cleaner created using a blend of herbs 
and vegetables, Eco-Det deals with daily and 
heavy-duty cleaning with ease.
Environmentally friendly, safe, and non-toxic, degreaser/detergent for use 
on all surfaces in all environments.

Designed to replace the need for solvent and other classified chemical 
usage, Eco-Det can be used for all daily cleaning, but is also effective 
against oil, grease, and fuels.

It’s so safe, even in its concentrated form that, there isn’t even a hazard 
label!

TECCARE

The revolutionary cleaning and  
disinfectant range without compromise.

TECcare products produce the safest and cleanest 
environment a business could ever ask for, even in the 
most sensitive and high-risk areas.

Producing exceptional results without the need for high levels of harsh chemicals.

Just 1 litre of TECcare concentrate produces 250 bottles

Where can it be used?
• Catering
• Domestic
• Education
• Health care
• Hotels/hospitality 
• Laundry 
• Offices
• Travel
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TECcare changes everything, 
this is why we call it the product 
range with no compromise.

• It’s safe

• Its sustainable

• Its highly effective

• It’s easy to use

• Its affordable

*All TECcare technologies have been tested 
and assessed as Non-toxic, Non-irritant, 
Non-corrosive and food-safe anti microbials.



POSSIBLY THE WORLD’S MOST 
SUSTAINABLE COMMERCIAL HAND SOAP

Soap2O is one of the most innovative hand soaps ever created to date. 
Formulated to clean and moisturise your hands, these powerful soluble 
sachets are fully sustainable, highly cost effective and vegan friendly.

‘Making waves in saving the planet’
• Eliminate the use of singles use plastic

• Reduce shelf space by up to 92%

• Cut packaging by up to 70%

• Reduce transport cost by up to 90%

• Reduce weight by up to 99%

• Smells amazing

• No animal testing and vegan friendly

Soap2O can be combined with a dispenser or soap bottle. 
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How to use our soaps

1. Fill the bottle/dispenser with water.

2. Drop the soap sachet into the water .

3. Shake the container, wait 30 seconds

4. Ready to go
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A sustainable 
alternative to standard 
dishwashing products. 

CRYSTAL BAG-IN-BOX  

Efficient and effective
• Highly concentrated formula 

• Powerful degreasing and hygienic cleaning

• Hard and soft water options 

Safe to use
• Closed system. No contact with products

• Leak proof connection 

• Easy to connect 

Ecological detergents
• Biodegradable 

• No chlorine or other halogen compounds 

• Nordic swan ecolabel

Sustainable packaging
• The system results in over 5 x less plastic, compared  

to a standard 10 litre container

All-in-one Dishtabs contain a 
powerful degreaser, salt and 
rinse aid which produce grease-
free, stain-free results time after 
time. Easy to use and suitable 
for domestic or semi-industrial 
dishwashers, with a soluble film 
wrapper and packaging made from 
recycled cardboards.
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WHY CLEANING MACHINES HELP YOU

Our range of cleaning machines eliminate dirt, dust, grease, and grime 
in a way that a person can’t. Cleaning in a fraction of the time, todays 
machines are quiet and highly sustainable, have long lasting batteries 
and eliminate the safety hazards associated with mops and brooms.

Core reasons as to why you should invest in cleaning machines 
include:

1
2

Reducing labour costs

Whilst the upfront cost of buying an industrial 
cleaning machine is more than your average 
mop or broom, most commercial cleaning 
equipment pays for itself in the long term. 
For example, 90% of costs relating to floor 
maintenance is on labour alone.

Mops and brooms aren’t as effective

Cleaning machines will use 100% water due 
to the separation of clean and dirty tanks, 
whereas a standard mop will tend to smear 
germs from one area to another.Traditional 
mops and brooms simply do not clean well.

Commercial machines minimise disruption

Cleaning machines will leave behind clean 
floors/surfaces without the trail of a slippery 
and wet path, meaning people can continue 
their day-to-day task without the hazardous 
wet floors that result in taking extra caution.

Machines are more eco friendly

Compared to a mop and bucket cleaning 
machines use considerably less water and 
depending on cleaning needs may not 
require chemicals at all. Many applications 
can effectively be cleaned with water and 
the strength of the scrubber pads.
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EXCENTR 40-25

Working with an Excentr machine has never 
been easier; cordless, vibration-free and with 
100% results.

The Excentr 40-25b is the alternative to the 
single-disc machine, ideal for deep cleaning, 
stripping and light renovation.

The 2850 rpm in combination with a pad 
pressure of 45kg guarantees fantastic results in 
very little time!

Applications
• Ceramic Tiles
• Non-Slip and Safety Floors
• PVC
• Sports Floors
• Rubber Floors
• Natural Stone
• Concrete And Coated Concrete 
• Wooden Floors
• Linoleum Floors
• Marmoleum Floors 

The technique of the future



I-MOP

The heavy-duty auto scrubber

Revolutionary, Unrivalled, Flexible, Powerful 

i-Mop changes the whole experience of cleaning. Its smaller and much lighter 
than a walk-behind auto scrubber, but the brushes rotate faster and deliver more 
cleaning power, allowing you to do a better cleaning job with less effort. You can 
clean 10 times faster than with a mop and bucket and leave the floor cleaner, with 
no more effort than walking. 

The i-Mops advanced patent technology extracts virtually all the cleaning solution 
and whatever liquid happens to be on the floor, leaving floors dry and safe to walk 
on almost immediately.

Easy to operate, eliminating exhausting and laborious mopping due to its built-in 
scrubber providing faster, cleaner, and safer results than regular mops or auto 
scrubbers.

• 70% Faster Than Wet Mopping

• 30% Faster Than Conventional Auto Scrubbing 

• Reduces Environmental Impact by Over 75%

• Lightweight and Compact 
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Control panel 
You can control me

The control panel on the i-mop is easy to use thanks to its intuitive design. With 
the main control knob, you can choose the desired settings. Want to use less 
water? Push the eco-mode button and instantly reduce your water usage by 
40%

Easy does it
Drive Support

Drive support allows an operator to use the i-Mop with up to 2.75kg less weight 
on the handle for easier manoeuvring.

The future is green
i-Dose

with i-Dose we introduce pods that contain a super concentrated, eco-friendly 
cleaning formula for the i-mop. Every pod contains exactly enough detergent 
for one i-dose solution tank.

When you need a moment
Parking support

Back fatigue is a thing of the past. With parking support, you don’t have to 
bend down for a deck lift when you want to park the i-mop for a short period of 
time. Parking support allows you to park the i-mop in a standing position for 10 
minutes without lifting the deck.

Whatever takes you an hour to normally mop, 
the i-Mop can do in only 11 minutes!

free onsite demo



COBOTIC 
The Cobotic 1700 is an autonomous vacuum cleaner that 
navigates around any obstacles that may be in its path 
and will even clean under furniture where possible. Once 
complete the vacuum will return to its docking station to 
charge ready for the next clean.

I’ll do the work 
The Cobotic 1700 can be programmed to vacuum spaces 
as precise and efficiently as possible. With the i-Team 
professional app, you can divide the room into several zones! 
It’s also possible to create virtual boundaries.

Get the job done fast
The Cobotic 1700 can keep working for up to 270 minutes!

Cleaning and safety go hand in hand
As the Cobotic 1700 works on a battery, there are no cables 
involved. This instantly reduces the risk of falling hazards.

Easy does it
By combining autonomous cleaning with the trained human 
eye, you can get the most out of your cleaning operations. 
The operator and the machine make a perfect team as they 
can simultaneously execute repetitive and detailed cleaning 
jobs.
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the robotic vacuum 
you’ve been waiting for

PACVAC

Commercial cleaning 
experiences revolutionised 
with backpack vacuuming

With 3 different models ranging from the lightest battery 
powered vacuum available on the market to the powerful 
Superpro 700 Advanced, Pacvac provides solutions to suit all 
your vacuuming needs. 

• Cordless backpack vacuum cleaners are proven to clean 
up to 4 x faster than a corded canister vacuum

• Lightweight and easy to use, giving you freedom and 
comfort as you clean

• Backpack vacuums allow you to experience an 
unparalleled level of freedom and movement during any 
cleaning task big or small

• revolutionise vacuuming with the fastest and lightest back 
pack vacuums on the market



MOTORSCRUBBER JET

Targeted Spray-Scrub Technology

‘Every building needs a motorscrubber’
The Motorscrubber Jet3 is your ultimate, reliable, deep cleaning solution. A 
scrubber, degreaser, cleaner and polisher all in one, getting that next level clean 
couldn’t be easier.

Able to tackle the toughest grease, dirt, and grime, it is suitable for use across a 
wide range of surfaces and great for cleaning those areas that bigger machines 
just cannot do.
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1. High powered spray function
The easy dose spray function releases fresh cleaning 
solution, so no more spreading around dirty water

2. Lightweight and versatile 
Light, compact, and able to clean hard to reach areas that 
other machines can’t

3. Solution jetpack
No more lugging around mop buckets, the jet comes with a 
wearable jetpack containing the solution

4. Interchangeable brushes and pads
Brushes and pads can be swapped out to suit a wide range 
of surfaces and scrubbing strengths. 
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CLEANER, FASTER, BISSELL 
Whatever your industry, there’s a BISSELL machine designed 
to help you clean more efficiently. Engineered to last and 
save money while delivering exceptionally clean results, 
these machines are ideal for retail, healthcare, 
education, office, hospitality and more.

BISSELL  
Commercial SC100
portable carpet & upholstery 
washer designed to professionally 
clean upholstery and high traffic 
areas, removing even stubborn 
spots and stains, as well as 
embedded dirt. Two separate large 
tanks for clean and dirty water 
allow for quick fill and easy empty. 

BISSELL CrossWave® Commercial

This 3-in-1 multi-surface floor cleaner simultaneously vacuums, mops, 
and dries floors in one easy step. It is designed to clean hard floors such 

as sealed hardwoods, tiles, and laminates. It can also refresh area rugs. 
Digital touch controls allow easy adjustment to cleaning on different floor 
types. The on-demand trigger allows for control over the amount of water 

released on the unique extra-large brush roll. Easy to remove dual tank 
technology keeps the clean and dirty water separate.

BISSELL Commercial DC100
The Carpet & Upholstery Washer achieves a whole new level 
of clean with its powerful motors and extra-large brush roll 
that pulls out deep down dirt.

Remove deep-down dirt from carpet with rotating DirtLifter™ 
PowerBrush that cleans in both the forward and backwards 
pass and stays comfortable throughout use, thanks to the 
ergonomically designed, adjustable tank handle.
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SPRENKLER MICROFIBRE MOP KIT
• Aluminium handle with integrated water reservoir that holds up to 450ml of 

liquid.

• Easily replaceable Velcro floor frame

• We offer 3 types of mop heads: Twist, Scrub and Diamond

TWIST MOP
Microfibre dust mop for quick and 
effective dusting of hard floors. 
Excellent absorbency, quick and easy 
to change

SCRUB MOP 
Microfibre mop with scrubbing strips 
for damp cleaning of stone floors. For 
Floors that aren’t prone to scratching, 
this mop head easily removes heavy 
dirt.

DIAMOND
The hardened polyester in the 
Diamond Mop cleans without 
damaging the surface. The pleated 
fabric gives the mop extra body and 
volume and ensures that the mop 
will have less friction on the floor 
allowing uneven floors to be cleaned 
effortlessly. 

Greensspeed are leaders in sustainable microfibre solutions
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RE-BELLE MICROFIBRE CLOTHS”

The first recycled and fully recyclable 
microfibre cloth Purozo has ever offered

A durable, quality microfibre that rebels against waste

• Made from 100% recycled polyester microfibre and is recyclable.

• Time savings through effective and fast cleaning.

• Can be washed at least 500 times. 

• Can absorb almost 7 times its own weight 

• Strong edge finish, so that the microfibre cloth does not shrink.

• Cradle to Cradle Certified - Bronze level.
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TRIGGER SPRAY BOTTLES 

750ml Recycled Spray Bottle
Made from a large percentage of recycled plastic, this is 
Purozo’s main trigger spray bottle we supply to customers. 
Available in blue, green, red, or yellow.

*Trigger head not made from recycled plastic

Atomiser
This 300ml bottle produces a 
continuous fine spray, covering large 
areas quickly and evenly on all kinds of 
surfaces allowing for a more efficient 
use of product.

MICROFIBRE 
Microfibre cleans far more effectively 
than conventional systems. Instead of 
spreading dirt, microfibre collects dirt, 
grime and germs.

Microfibre can be used 100’s-1000’s 
of times compared to conventional 
cloths whilst being so much more 
effective.

Ensuring your cleaning produces  
the most effective results

USES 

• Glass
• Floors
• Sinks & Toilets
• Wood Stainless Steel
• Furniture 

 



T: 01594 546250

E: info@purozo.co.uk

www.purozo.co.uk
 

Purozo Ltd The Carlson Suite 
Vantage Point Business Village 

Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire GL17 0DD

  


